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We present a three-dimensional model of the bright companion
clouds associated with Neptune’s Great Dark Spots (GDSs). Our
results support the hypothesis that the bright companions of the
southern-hemisphere GDS discovered in 1989 and of the northern-
hemisphere GDS discovered in 1994 are methane clouds that form
at or just below the tropopause and that they are caused by lifting
in a manner analogous to the formation of orographic clouds. We
vary the vertical position of the GDS and find that the companion
cloud is a robust feature except when the anticyclone itself does not
survive. When a GDS is started with its top in the stratosphere it
drifts much too rapidly toward the equator and quickly disperses.
On the other hand, if its top is well below the tropopause there is a
tendency for the companion clouds to be too large. Hence the top of
a GDS is probably at the tropopause. Along an open streamline that
threads a bright companion, the typical pressure and temperature
drops are about 3 mb and 1 K, respectively, corresponding to a lift
of about half a kilometer or 4% of the pressure scale height, and the
relative horizontal wind speed is about 45 m s−1 eastward through
the cloud. c© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: atmospheric dynamics; atmospheric structure; mete-
orology; Neptune; atmosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION
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We model a persistent cloud formation found on Neptun
the large, bright-white companion cloud associated with eac
the two Great Dark Spots observed to date, GDS-89 and G
94—and explore whether this feature’s existence places u
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established about the chemical makeup of clouds, aerosols
hazes on Neptune (Baineset al.1995a), but these cloud mode
have been generally restricted to one dimension (height)
chemical modeling (e.g., Stoker and Toon 1989, Romaniet al.
1993, Baines and Hammel 1994), or no dimensions (no vert
structure) for the estimation of cloud microphysical timesca
(Carlsonet al.1988). Additional information on dynamical an
chemical processes may be obtained by simulating the cloud
Neptune and the other gas giants in a global, three-dimensi
model.

As a general rule, clouds are easy to observe but hard to re
sent in large-scale models (Tiedtke 1993). Different cloud ty
are associated with different amounts of precipitation, lat
heating, and optical depth, and it is common for more than
cloud type to be present in the volume enclosed by a model
cell. The computational burden can be large; for example, ter
trial mesoscale models employ five coupled continuity equati
just to handle the conversion of water substance between w
vapor, cloud liquid, cloud ice, rain, and snow (e.g., Thomps
et al. 1997), and additional prognostic equations are neede
cloud particle sizes are to be distinguished. For these reas
in practice most cloud processes must be parameterized ra
than explicitly resolved in general circulation models (GCMs)
consistent treatment of which has yet to emerge (Xu and Ran
1996).

Nevertheless, there is merit in the effort to adapt terrest
cloud schemes to planetary GCMs. Here, we initiate this ef
for gas-giant GCMs with a simple problem that uses clouds
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probes of the dynamics, but one for which most of the com
cating effects associated with clouds are secondary. Neptu
bright companions fall into this class for the following reaso
First, their appearance suggests that they may be orograph
nature, meaning that they are formed by moist air that is force
rise over the top of the GDS (Smithet al.1989), and latent heat
ing plays only a secondary role for such clouds on Earth (Ho
1994). Second, the bright companion cloud is large enoug
be explicitly resolved by our model. Third, Neptune’s heat fl
is 0.003 times that of Earth, which implies a radiative relaxat
timescale of 80 years at the 1-bar level such that cloud-indu
radiative heating and cooling are negligible on the weeks
months timescales we consider here.

A collection of GDS companion-cloud observations is d
played in Fig. 1. The top sequence of eight images span
8-day oscillation cycle of the Voyager-encounter Great D
Spot, hereafter called the GDS-89. The bright companion is
long white cloud rimming the poleward edge of the GDS-89 (
bottom edge). It is nearly always present. Also usually pres
are the long clouds to the immediate east and west of the an
clone. A persistant cloud as large as the bright companion
not seen rimming the equatorward edge, but occasionally lo
thin clouds form the appearance of a broken ellipse that inclu
the equatorward side (as in the panels labeled “4.55” and “5
in Fig. 1). An interesting question is what causes the asymm
of the cloud patterns on the poleward and equatorward halve
the GDS.

During the Voyager encounter the GDS-89 was heading
ward Neptune’s equator at a rate of 1.3◦/month, and it would have
arrived in November 1990 had that rate continued (Sromov
et al.1993). Modeling by LeBeau and Dowling (1998) sugge
that it probably dispersed shortly after crossing inside of 15◦ lat-
itude. The demise of the vortex was not observed, but there
been no detection of a southern-hemisphere bright companio
GDS in any Hubble space telescope (HST) observing opport
ties since that time. Instead, a new dark spot discovered in 1
in HST images (Hammelet al.1995), hereafter called GDS-94
has emerged in the northern hemisphere. Observations o
GDS-94 are shown in the bottom sequence of images in Fi
Starting at the left, the alternating filters reveal the GDS-94
its bright companion in 1994, and again in 1996, the second
presumably, but not certainly, the same object. The fifth pa
is a Voyager image of the GDS-89 flipped across the equ
for comparison. Sromovskyet al. (2001) discuss the intriguing
white clouds that often appear along the line between each G
and the equator, which can be seen in the second and fifth bo
panels.

Smithet al.(1989) first tendered the hypothesis we are testi
“The bright companion may be similar to orographic clou
observed on Earth, that is, clouds created by air being for
upward by the presence of a mountain. Specifically, the sma
features appeared to move relative to the structure as a w

The role of topography, necessary for the formation of terrest
orographic clouds, may be played by temperature and pres
N ET AL.
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anomalies associated with the GDS.” We test this hypothesi
numerically solving the three-dimensional primitive equatio
using the Explicit Planetary Isentropic Coordinate (EPIC) mo
of Dowling et al.(1998), which has been recently used to stu
Neptune’s Great Dark Spots (LeBeau and Dowling 1998) a
Jupiter’s 5-µm hot spots (Showman and Dowling 2000). As
guide to what follows, we find the answers to the followin
three questions to be “yes,” “somewhat,” and “yes”: (i) Will a
orographic-style methane cloud form over a model GDS? (ii
the cloud’s vertical and horizontal position and size diagnosti
the vertical position of the GDS? (iii) Does the cloud’s existen
place constraints on the methane relative humidity in Neptun
upper troposphere?

2. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

The gist of the experiments is that we add methane va
to a Neptune EPIC model that has a GDS similar to that st
ied by LeBeau and Dowling (1998), and then track the vapo
relative humidity (RH) as it interacts with the vortex. Potent
temperature,θ , is chosen to be the model’s vertical coordina
rather than geometric height,z, or pressure,p, because it has
been demonstrated to be the most accurate coordinate for m
eling the long-range transport of water vapor in Earth mod
(Johnsonet al.1993).

The modifications to LeBeau and Dowling’s model are
follows. They used idealized temperature profiles,T(p), their
Fig. 3a, to obtain idealized stratifications characterized by c
stant squared buoyancy frequency,N2, whereas we use the Voy
ager radio-occultationT(p) with helium at 19% mole fraction,
shown as the dotted curve in Fig. 2 (digitized from Fig. 1
Conrathet al.1991). To increase grid resolution, we reduce t
physical domain size in all three directions while maintaini
about the same number of grid points (Table I), and the lay
are spaced proportionally to logθ instead of logp, which yields
three layers (vertical indexk = 6, 7, and 8 in Fig. 2) that intercep
the methane-cloud altitudes compared to one with logp spacing.
The black diamonds in Fig. 2 indicate the temperature–pres
values in the model’s unperturbedθ layers (i.e., those away from
the vortex), and the solid curve connecting them shows how
vertical resolution around the tropopause is increased at the
pense of that deeper down. Both studies assume the basic
(unperturbed) zonal windu is constant with height and is in
gradient balance with the basic-state pressure field; but w
LeBeau and Dowling studied a series of idealizedu(λ) profiles
that produce linear variations of absolute vorticity with resp
to latitude,λ, we use the spherical harmonic fit to the cloud-dr
data listed in LeBeau and Dowling’s Table V to initializeu(λ).

2.1. Initial Methane Distribution

In the model, we take Neptune’s dry air to be 81% H2 and 19%

rial
sure
He by mole and the para-hydrogen fraction to be frozen at the
deep (high-temperature) value of 0.25. The model’s prognostic
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FIG. 1. Observations of bright companions to Neptune’s Great Dark Spots. The upper eight panels, adapted from Sromovskyet al. (1993), are Voyager
observations covering one 8-day oscillation period of the GDS-89. Each is a cylindrical projection spanning 75◦ in longitude and 30◦ in latitude; the time is days
after day 227 of 1989 (1 day= 24 hours). The first six panels are made with the narrow-angle camera using a clear filter and the last two with the wi
camera and blue and green filters, respectively. The lower five panels, adapted from Sromovskyet al. (2001), are HST observations from 1994 and 1996, exc
the rightmost one, which is a Voyager green-filter image inverted across the equator for comparison. The leftmost two are from 2 Nov 1994, while thed and

fourth are from 14 Aug 1996. The first and third images, made with the HST F467M filter, are corrected for limb darkening to enhance the contrast of the GDS-94
centered near 35◦ N. The second and fourth images, made with 890-nm and 621-nm filters, respectively, provide high-contrast views of bright companion clouds.
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FIG. 2. Model vertical structure and resolution. The dotted curve is
Voyager radio occultationT(p) profile assuming 19% helium mole fraction. I
is used to initialize the temperature and pressure values in each of the mo
unperturbed potential-temperature layers as indicated by the black diam
connected by a solid curve. On the left, three data columns list the correspon
layer values of the vertical index,k, the buoyancy frequency,N [s−1], and the
potential temperature,θ [K], which is the vertical coordinate. Layers are spac
proportionally to logθ to increase vertical resolution in the tropopause region;
horizontal lines show the initial layer-interface pressures. On the right, var
cases for the initial vertical positions for the model GDS are indicated by
vertical bars labeled A–F with their tops and bottoms at plus or minus the s
minor axis,c.

variable for methane is specific humidity (the mass of meth
vapor divided by the total mass). The two continuity equatio
for total mass and methane specific humidity are integrated u
the positive-definite scheme of Hsu and Arakawa (1990).

To set the initial distribution of methane vapor, we start
choosing a methane mole fraction for the deepest layer. Ove
ing layers are assigned this mole fraction as long as their rela
humidity is less than 100%; when saturation is reached the in
mole fraction is set to follow the saturation curve. Because
volume enclosed by a grid cell may contain substantial clou
ness and yet have an average relative humidity that is less
100%, in a subset of experiments we varied the above sch
by following the saturation curve times a fractionα < 100%. At

TABLE I
Model Resolution

This work LeBeau & Dowling (1998)

n bot top 1 n bot top 1

lona 128 −60◦ 60◦ 0.94◦ 128 −90◦ 90◦ 1.41◦
latb 64 −60◦ 0◦ 0.94◦ 64 −90◦ 0◦ 1.41◦
theta [K]c 9.5 77 507 varies 10.5 57 652 varies
p [mb]d — 1650 5 ∼0.5 — 7440 8 0.62
t — 0 d 40 d 45 s — 0 d 50 d 50–80 s

a Periodic boundary conditions.
b Channel boundary conditions.

c See Fig. 2.
d Initial layer pressures at southern boundary;1p is in scale heights.
N ET AL.
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levels near and above the temperature minimum (tropopau
the predicted saturation mole fraction (timesα) may exceed tha
in the layer below; if so, we use the mole fraction of the layer
low. This mimics the effect of a tropopause cold trap for sett
the initial condition. The column profile of mole fraction thu
obtained is then converted into the corresponding initial spec
humidity profile. The resulting saturated region (or that w
RH = α for cases whenα < 100%) spans approximately th
same vertical range as the CH4 haze layer in the cloud-and-haz
model of Baines and Hammel (1994, their Fig. 1).

We have only one controlling parameter for the initial metha
amount, the deep methane molar fraction, and as it hap
our results are insensitive to this parameter. The insensitivi
real if the cold-trap idea is valid because for a large range
deep molar fractions, layers 8 and 7 are saturated and henc
fixed, and layers 6 and higher are unsaturated but are like
fixed, given our bottom-up initialization. The solar C/H numb
fraction is 0.000398 according to Grevesse and Anders (19
Assuming H2+ He= H2/0.81 and CH4/H2 = 2C/H, then the
solar benchmark for Neptune’s CH4 mole fraction is

CH4

H2+ He+ CH4
= 1

1
0.81

1
2C/H + 1

= 0.00064.

Baineset al. (1995b) determined Neptune’s deep troposphe
methane molar fraction to be in the range between 0.016 and
0.027, or 33± 9 times the solar value. However, the solar va
itself is enough to saturate layers 8 and 7, and so fix layers 8
upward in the model. Consequently, exactly the same clo
develop in layers 6, 7, and 8 when the deep molar fraction
methane is varied from 1 to 33 times solar. The only cha
over that range is that in layer 9 (p ≈ 1650 mb) the maximum
RH increases from approximately 1% to 20%, but never eno
for clouds to form. It is possible that a different model th
recirculates methane upward could exhibit more sensitivity
the deep molar fraction.

2.2. Transient-Phase Vapor Trimming

We introduce a Great Dark Spot into the model as a geostro
ically balanced anticyclone, an approximation that implies
rors on the order of the Rossby number or a few tens of perc
Consequently, when the model is started the vortex undergo
transient adjustment that lasts about one vortex turn-around t
which is about one week. The resulting wavy disturbances p
agate throughout the model and create regions where metha
supersaturated. We have opted to use this initial transient to
the model with respect to its condensable component. Du
the first 30 days the model is run using a “vapor-trimming” ru
similar to that used to set up the initial condition, in which a
methane specific humidity in excess of saturation is insta
neously and irreversibly reduced to the amount needed to lo
the RH to 100%. The total methane within the model decli

over time during this transient phase because the vapor trimming
is operated as a sink without any compensating source.
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FIG. 3. Loss of methane vs. time for case C due to vapor trimming. The o
source of methane in each layer is its initial vapor budget, which equals 0.023,
0.031, 0.051, 0.084, 0.136, 0.303, 1.216, and 70.3× 1015 kg for layers 2–9,
respectively (the horizontal area covered by the model is 1.09× 109 km2). In
layers 6, 7, and 8 supersaturated regions develop that are dealt with by inst
neously and irreversibly trimming the amount of vapor needed to restore the
to 100%. There is no exchange of mass between layers because of theθ̇ = 0 as-
sumption, and the computed methane budget is constant with time in each
to ±0.01% or better in the absence of vapor trimming. Because the trimm
is unbalanced there is a slow decay of total methane with time; ignoring t
the vapor budget settles into a dynamical equilibrium after an approxima
10-day transient. (In this plot the trimming is always active, but in the rest
the experiments it is turned off at day 30 so that the total vapor in each la
becomes constant.)

The result when vapor trimming is applied continuously f
40 days is shown in Fig. 3 for case C, which is typical. E
cept for a slow decay due to the unbalanced sink, the tr
sient phase is finished byt = 10 days. In all the experiments
to follow, the vapor trimming is turned off after 30 days, be
yond which the total methane mass is accurately conser
in each layer and any supersaturated regions that develop
left alone and are interpreted to be the sites of nonprecipita
clouds.

2.3. Nonprecipitation Assumption

By assuming no precipitation, we are judging that conde
sate particles form but that their rainout times are long co
pared to the relevant dynamical timescales. This is proba
not valid for stratus in general on Neptune but should be va
for the orographic clouds considered here based on the
lowing estimate. Assumeg = 11 m s−2, a dynamic viscosity
for hydrogen ofη ≈ 3× 10−6 Pa s (Weastet al. 1987, p. F-
45), air densityρa ≈ 0.04 kg m−3 (for molar massµ = 2.2
near Neptune’s tropopause), and spherical methane-ice p
cles with radiusa and densityρp ≈ 500 kg m−3 (Donnay and
Ondik 1972, p. C-9). Particles with Reynolds number Re≤ 1
(creeping flow) will fall at the Stokes terminal velocity,U =
2g(ρp− ρa)a2/9η, and over a timeτ will cover a distance of

aboutUτ ≈ (35 m)(a/µm)2 (τ/day). (Since Re= 2aUρa/η ≈
1× 10−5 (a/µm)3, the creeping flow assumption is satisfied fo
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particles with radii smaller than about 45µm.) For a 10,000-km-
long cloud with winds moving through at about 45 m s−1, air
parcels will only remain in the cloud for about 2 days, duri
which time a 1-µm radius particle will fall 0.07 km and a 30-µm
radius particle will fall 60 km. Assuming the particle radii d
not enlarge to tens of micrometers too rapidly, the distance
drop is likely to be small compared to the vertical extent of
bright companion; therefore, retaining the entire methane m
is an acceptable first-order approximation.

2.4. Addition of a GDS

We add a GDS by using essentially the same method
scribed in LeBeau and Dowling (1998). Briefly, one can int
duce an eddy that is geostrophically and hydrostatically balan
by specifying the perturbation on the Montgomery streamfu
tion, M = H + gz, whereH is the enthalpy, usually written a
CpT for an ideal gas, andgz is the geopotential, both evaluate
onθ surfaces. The initial1M perturbation used in this study
an ellipsoidal Gaussian of the form

1M = us× (1.2 fsRebs)× exp

{
−
[
φ − φs

as

]2

−
[
λ− λs

bs

]2

−
[

ln p− ln ps

cs

]2
}
, (1)

where the the subscript “s” stands for “spot.” There are se
parameters in (1) that set the initial position and size of
spot:φs, λs, and ps are the coordinates of the spot’s centerφ
is east longitude,λ is planetographic latitude);as, bs, andcs

set the spot’s size (the units ofcs are pressure scale heights
andus is the velocity amplitude, which is positive for an an
cyclone. The factor 1.2 fsRebs makes the spot’s maximum ve
locity approximatelyus; it has units of velocity and include
the Coriolis parameterfs = 2Ä sinλs, with the planet’s angu
lar velocityÄ = 1.083× 10−4 s−1, the equatorial radiusRe =
24764 km, andbs in radians. To skirt computational underflow
1M is set to zero when the exponential factor in (1) drops be
exp(−10)= 4.5× 10−5 .

There do not exist direct observations of the vertical posi
ps, the vertical extentcs, or the wind speedus in (1) for the
GDS-89 or GDS-94. Most of what we know about the verti
extent of giant anticyclones on a gas giant comes from stud
Jupiter. Based on the following facts, the standard hypothes
that Jupiter’s vortices are quite thin. First, they merge toge
in a manner identical to that known to occur in two-dimensio
turbulence in rapidly rotating systems (geostrophic turbulen
which is most unlike the behavior of three-dimensional tur
lence, where larger eddies break down into smaller ones (
the decay of a smoke ring). A similar test cannot yet be made
Neptune because we have not observed any mutual encount
r
vortices on Neptune. Second, on Jupiter the cloud-top absolute
vorticity varies by a factor of 2 following the motion around the
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largest anticyclones (Dowling and Ingersoll 1988, 1989), wh
by conservation of potential vorticity means that the effect
vertical thickness varies by a factor of 2 also, something a t
object can do much more easily than a thick object. This t
also cannot be applied to Neptune’s vortices due to lack of e
wind vectors. Third, the Galileo probe found Jupiter’s tempe
ture lapse rate to become nearly adiabatic at depth, the cond
expected for a convecting interior and an anticipated result gi
Jupiter’s significant internal heat source and the Voyager ra
occultation temperature profile. It is not easy to understand h
a large vortex can maintain coherence while penetrating i
significant convection. While we do not have an in situ probe
Neptune’s atmosphere, both the Voyager radio occultation p
file and the existence of a significant internal heat source on N
tune argue for a convecting interior, and hence we tend to fa
Great-Red-Spot-analog models of Great Dark Spots that do
penetrate much below the stable outer atmosphere on Nept

Since our goal is a qualitative understanding of the bright co
panion cloud, it may not be necessary to vary all the paramete
(1) or to seek a more realistic initial shape than the ellipsoidal
sumption to establish the bright companion clouds as orograp
in nature. Accordingly, we keep the following initialization pa
rameters in (1) constant for this study: the horizontal posit
at φs = 0◦ andλs = −27◦, the horizontal size atas = 20◦ and
bs = 7◦, and the velocity amplitude atus = 50 m s−1. As shown
in Fig. 2, the vertical size is also kept constant atcs = 1.5 scale
heights except for case F, wherecs is reduced to 0.75. The main
variable for this work is the initial vertical position of the spo
center,ps, which takes the valuesps = 50, 200, 300, 400, and
1000 mbar for cases A, B, C, D, and E/F, respectively. Fut
work that explores cases where the vertical span is differen
the top and bottom halves or extends over more scale hei
will add to the diagnostic value of our results.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Temperature Anomaly

A consequence of the thermal-wind relation is that the de
of wind speed with height in the top half of an anticyclone corr
lates with a negative temperature anomaly (on a given pres
surface the spot is colder in its center than on its periphe
and likewise the decay of wind speed with depth correlates w
a positive temperature anomaly. This relation can be used
constrain the vertical structure of a vortex by observing its h
izontal temperature field, as has been done for Jupiter’s G
Red Spot (Flasaret al. 1981). However, the GDS-89 did no
show up in Voyager infrared (IRIS) images, except perhaps
a faint depression (Conrathet al. 1989), and hence its vertica
position is unknown. This is why the initial center position,ps,
is our primary variable. A related point is that to match the da
models of the GDS should not have a large temperature anom
at the pressure levels observed by IRIS, which extend dow
about 1000 mb.
Table II lists the temperature anomaly associated with o
model GDS in cases C, D, E, and F at 50 days, on both isentro
ET AL.
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TABLE II
Model GDS Temperature Anomaly at 50 Days

1Tθ (K) 1Tp (K)

Layer C D E F C D E F

5 −1 — — — −1 — — —
6 −1 −1 — — −1 −1 — —
7 −1 −1 — — −1 −1 — —
8 6 4 — — 2 2 — —
9 2 3 6 5 1 2 3 2

Note.1Tθ and1Tp give the spot-environment temperature differences al
isentropes and isobars, respectively. The model GDS showed no disce
signal on layers 1–4.

and isobaric surfaces. Cases A and B are not listed becaus
GDS in each of these runs does not survive, as discussed b
The1T = −1 K signal generated by the top half of the GD
in cases C and D is significantly less than the1T = −8 K dip
in temperature associated with Jupiter’s Great Red Spot (F
et al. 1981), but it is on the edge of detectability for Voyag
IRIS and hence borders on being too large. The larger pos
anomalies in layer 9 would be detectable by Voyager IRIS
were not seen on Neptune; however, if the model’s (anom
free) abyssal layer, layer 10, is moved deeper this signal
diminish accordingly, which is worth pursuing in a future stu
Our view is that cases C–F are stealthy enough with reg
to their upper troposphere temperature anomaly to adequ
satisfy the IRIS nondetection of the GDS-89 for the purpose
this study.

3.2. Equatorward Drift

LeBeau and Dowling (1998) isolated the effect of backgrou
absolute-vorticity gradient with respect to latitude on the eq
torward drift of the GDS by using constant absolute-vortici
gradient zonal wind profiles, and they found the drift to
proportional to this gradient. Here we do not vary our init
zonal-wind profile from one run to the next, so any variation
drift rate implies that other controlling parameters are act
Along these lines, an unexpected result is that for the two c
where the top of the GDS is placed in the stratosphere (cas
and B in Fig. 2), the GDS drifts equatorward at a rapid pace
disperses within a matter of weeks. In the first 15 days of cas
the vortex drifts fromλs = −27◦ latitude to−18◦, which is over
10 times faster than the drift of the GDS-89. Three more d
pass before it disperses into a wavy perturbation. In case B
GDS also drifts equatorward in a rapid manner, moving ins
of −20◦ aroundt = 25 days and dispersing byt = 35 days.

In contrast, cases C and D drift equatorward at most only a
degrees in 50 days, similar to the GDS-89. The contrast betw
cases B and C is particularly striking because they differ by o
the small shift in initial vertical position of the GDS shown

ur
pic
Fig. 2. Aroundt = 45 days, cases E and F also run into a problem
with equatorward drift. Vertical placement is implicated here as
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well, but it may be compromised by the fact that the bottom
the GDS in these two cases is close to the bottom of the mo

A search for vertical tilt of the vortex in case A reveals th
the potential vorticity (pv) center in layer 6 is offset relative
that in layer 7 by a significant amount, ranging 1.5–3◦ poleward
and 2–5◦ westward. In case B (dropping down a layer to st
even with the vortex) the pv center in layer 7 is also shif
significantly relative to layer 8, but in the opposite sense tha
case A, about 1–2◦ equatorward and 1–2◦ eastward. In contrast
case C exhibits no measurable north–south tilt between laye
and 8 through 30 days (at 35 days we measure a 1◦ poleward tilt).
The story is different in the east–west direction, because the
a tilt in case C, but it oscillates approximately sinusoidally w
an amplitude of about 1◦ and a period of about 15 days, resultin
in no long-term bias. Perhaps a constant bias in vertical tilt
contributing factor to the rapid equatorward drift of the GDS
cases A and B.

3.3. Methane Relative Humidity

We now turn to the interaction of methane vapor with t
vortex. Figure 4 illustrates the evolution of potential vorticity a
methane RH for case C, displayed with contours and graysc
respectively. These quantities are illustrated for layers 6, 7, a

(top to bottom); none of the other layers had regions with RH>

h channel
ds

pr

tted

the run at day 60. Interestingly, when the companion disappears
s in
100% in any of the runs studied. The closed contours of potential

FIG. 4. Time evolution of methane relative humidity for case C. In each panel the ordinate is latitude and the abscissa is longitude in degrees, wit
boundary conditions at latitudes−60◦ and 0◦ and periodic boundary conditions at longitudes±60◦. The top, middle, and bottom of each column correspon
to levels 6, 7, and 8, respectively. In all the runs examined these are the only layers that contain sites where RH≥ 100%, which are shown here as white to
indicate cloud locations. After a transient phase that lasts about 10 days, the range of RH settles to be approximately 70–100% in layers 6 and 7 and apoximately
30–100% in layer 8. Circulation patterns are revealed by contours of potential vorticity at intervals of 1.1, 0.53, and 0.21 PVU for layers 6, 7, and 8, respectively (1
PVU= 10−6 m2 s−1 K kg−1). Across the top row (layer 6), an open contour (−6.8 PVU) that threads a poleward bright companion is distinguished by a do

the first time, days 32–43, the supersaturated region rotate
line; we dub this the “ride” contour. A segment of this contour pinches off d
shown in Fig. 5, and the zoom box in the last column corresponds to the up
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vorticity reveal the position, size, and shape of the vortex. T
grayscale is chosen so that pure-white regions have RH of 1
or greater. Away from the vortex, the initial RH is 100%
layers 7 and 8 but is subsaturated in layer 6 because the in
condition is set using a tropopause cold trap. Transient w
disturbances cause the majority of these saturated region
disappear during the first 10 days of the 30-day vapor-trimm
period.

A persistent poleward-rim bright companion can be seen
layer 6 of case C, Fig. 4, top row. As far as we know, this
the first cataloged cloud feature on a gas giant to be reprod
in a GCM. The companion temporarily fades at 40 days;
real companion also occasionally fades as can be seen i
leftmost column of the GDS-89 time sequence in Fig. 4A
Smithet al.(1989). An examination of the daily variation in th
RH around the vortex reveals that a local maximum is alw
present on the poleward rim, corresponding to the bright c
panion, but that the strength of this maximum varies with tim
In particular, for the run shown in Fig. 4, the local maximu
of RH drops below 100% on day 32, bottoms out around 8
2 days later and stays there for the next 2 days (34–36), and
hovers around 95% until day 44 when it again moves ab
100%. The RH stays above 100% for another 11 days and
dips down and hovers around 92% from day 55 to the end
uring the run. The variation of thermodynamical quantities along the ride contour is
per-left panel of Fig. 6.
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the anticyclonic direction (counterclockwise) from a southe
position to an eastern position and then moves in toward
spot’s center. A new supersaturated region then appears a
normal companion position. The disappearance at day 5
somewhat different, with more than one cloud showing up n
the typical southern-rim position but none exactly on it.

The time spent below RH= 100% by our model bright com
panion is somewhat longer than the fading episodes of the a
GDS-89. However, the two may be quite similar when one c
siders that clouds can be visible when the bulk RH, which
what we are reporting, is less than 100%. Additional progr
here will require cloudiness parameterizations of the type de
oped by Xu and Randall (1996).

The line of potential vorticity that threads through the co
panion in Fig. 4 is an open contour, one that encircles the pla
and provides a first-order indication of the path followed
moving air parcels (it is approximate because the system is
steady). In this simulation the GDS drifts in longitude at t
steady rate of−72.6◦/day, which corresponds to−314 m s−1 at
the bright companion latitude of−30.3◦. Moist air approaches
the GDS from the west, moves through the bright compan
at u = −269 m s−1, which is 45 m s−1 eastward in the GDS
reference frame, and then continues eastward away from
GDS. For future reference, we dub this the “ride” contour a
highlight it with a dotted line in Fig. 4.

An intermittent long cloud to the east of the model GDS
layer 7 tends to mimic the real eastern long cloud. After 40 d
there is some residual cloudiness scattered about that is u
lated to the GDS, especially near 10◦S in layer 8, and which
does not correspond to clouds seen on Neptune. This overa
dance of clouds in the model could be remedied by adjus
the initialization scheme to reduce the amount of methane
por in layer 8. However, since this problem is not central to
testing of the orographic-cloud hypothesis, we leave it alone
now.

Figure 5 shows the Lagrangian viewpoint of the formati
of a bright companion along the ride contour in the upper-ri
panel of Fig. 4. The quantities of interest are interpolated fr
the model grid onto this path. The figure shows the methane
as the solid line and temperature (minus 50 K) as the dashed
there is less than 1 K variation in temperature along the enti
ride. Pressure is not plotted because it closely resembles tem
ature, but instead it is labeled at its maximum outside the clo
p = 76 mb, and at its minimum inside the cloud,p = 73 mb.
The pressure scale height isRT/g ≈ (3480)(50)/(11)≈ 16 km,
so this 4% drop in pressure corresponds to a lift of about
a kilometer. These results, in combination with the 45 m−1

winds blowing through the cloud and its smooth, elongated
pearance, suggest that it is an orographic cloud.

The simulations show a tendency for clouds to be more st
along the poleward rim than the equatorward rim of the GD
which is consistent with the position of the real bright compa
ions, Fig. 1. One cause of this asymmetry appears to be tha

winds on the poleward side blow straighter and steadier t
their equatorward counterparts; therefore, the moist air is
N ET AL.
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FIG. 5. Variation of thermodynamical variables following the motio
through a bright companion. The solid curve is methane RH along the
streamline in layer 6 att = 45 days (the dotted open contour in the upper-rig
panel of Fig. 4). The dashed curve is the temperature (minus 50 K) alon
streamline; it varies by less than 1 K. The pressure varies by about 3 mb an
its minimum in the cloud region. This streamline rises about half a kilomete
clear the top of the anticyclone.

lifted until it gets right on top of the vortex, and this occurs in
consistent manner. In contrast, the equatorward winds are m
turbulent, with a tendency to trip the cloud early. It is probab
not the case that there is more methane streaming into the
ward side of a GDS than the equatorward side, which would y
a preference for poleward clouds. The shape oscillation (K
oscillation) of a GDS produces a chaotic zone that is likely
keep the methane vapor fairly well mixed, in the same man
that Polvaniet al. (1990) found it homogenizes the potenti
vorticity in a latitudinal band around the GDS. In our mod
the methane vapor starts out evenly distributed and tend
remain so.

The intermittent clouds that form on the equatorward side
the model GDS are often caught up in the vortex itself, as in
top row in Fig. 4, or are buffeted by small, break-away edd
of potential vorticity, whereas the poleward cloud is thread
by open streamlines that are steady and smooth. In the bo
row in Fig. 4 (layer 8) one can see that the potential vortic
gradient is weaker on the equatorward side of the vortex,
in the middle row (layer 7) it can reverse sign, which sugge
that shear instability may play a role in disrupting the winds a
clouds on the equatorward side.

Figure 6 shows the three-dimensional location of the clo
relative to the vortex. Depicted are top and side views of
RH= 100% isosurface (white) for cases C, D, E, and F. T
GDS is indicated by theζ ′ = 0.08× 10−4 s−1 eddy relative
vorticity isosurface (blue). Eddy relative vorticity is defined
the vertical component of the curl of the velocity minus the zo
han
not
average. It is used here instead of potential vorticity because it
is not divided by density and therefore can be directly compared
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FIG. 6. Isosurfaces of 100% RH (white) and 0.08× 10−4 s−1 eddy relative vorticity (blue). Cases C and D are shown att = 45 days; cases E and F are
shown 5 days earlier because the GDS begins to drift equatorward and disperse around 45 days; cases A and B are not shown because the GDS dis
40 days. The upper image in each column is the view from above and covers the latitude range−40◦ to−10◦ and the longitude range±15◦ centered on the GDS;
the gridlines are indicated at 0.94◦ intervals. The upper-left panel corresponds to the zoom box in Fig. 4. The lower image in each pair is the side view l
north; the horizontal gridlines mark the isentropic layer centers rather than the layer interfaces, with the tropopause atk = 6. Refer to Fig. 2 to relate the model’s
isentropic layers to pressure. Fluid motion is strictly horizontal in this plot because of the assumption thatθ̇ = 0. The vertical dimension in the lower panels i

exaggerated by a factor of about 150 in terms of true shape. Lighting from a single point source (with no cast shadows) helps to visualize the shape of theisosurfaces
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between layers. For reference, at−27◦S the Coriolis paramete
is f = −0.99× 10−4 s−1 and the zonal average of relative vo
ticity is ζ̄ ≈ 0.30× 10−4 s−1. The zoom box in the last column
of Fig. 4 corresponds to the upper-left panel in Fig. 6 and is u
ful for orientation and for comparing the size of this particularζ ′

isosurface to the size of closed potential-vorticity contours.
note a trend toward increased cloudiness as the GDS altitu
dropped from case C to D to E/F, the most realistic simulat
being case C. This, combined with the fate of the GDS in ca
A and B, suggests that the top of the GDS (defined in the se
of (1)) is at the tropopause. The position of its bottom is n
well constrained, except that it might need to be moved sligh
deeper than the models considered here to reduce its pos
temperature anomaly (Table II).

We are interested in how low the initial RH in layers 6,
and 8 can be reduced and still produce a RH≥ 100% bright
companion. For case C, we tried reduction factorsα equal to
1.00, 0.93, 0.80, and 0.70. After the vapor trimming period, the
corresponding average values of RH in layer 6 became 8
81%, 72%, and 63%. In the latter two cases the RH of the br
companion dropped below 100%, so we conclude that an ave
RH of about 80% or more near the tropopause is neede
produce a substantial bright companion.

3.4. Cloud Properties

The optical depth of clouds associated with the model’s sup
saturated regions may be estimated by assuming all the ex

methane vapor condenses into spherical cloud particles of
diusa, densityρp, and massmp = ρp4πa3/3. Define the excess
-

se-

e
e is
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nse
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itive

,
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ght
age
to

er-
cess

specific humidity of methane (the amount above saturation
be1qCH4 = 1ρCH4/ρ, whereρ is the total density and1ρCH4 is
the difference in methane vapor density between our actual
cific humidity and the saturated value. For a layer of geometr
thickness1z, the mass per unit area to be condensed into cl
particles is1σCH4 = 1zρ 1qCH4 = (|1p|/g)1qCH4, assuming
hydrostatic balance, where1p is the pressure-thickness of th
layer andg is gravity. The number of cloud particles per un
area is then

np = 1σCH4

mp
= 3

4π

1

ρp

|1p|
g

1qCH4

a3
. (2)

For wavelengths smaller than 2πa the extinction cross section i
approximately twice the geometrical area, and hence the op
depth is approximately

τ ≈ 2πa2 np = 3

2

1

ρp

|1p|
g

1qCH4

a
. (3)

The maximum RH in Fig. 5 occurs at longitude−18◦ and has
the value 1.043 (i.e., 104.3%). The specific humidity of metha
at this point isqCH4 = 3.54× 10−4 and the excess above sa
uration is1qCH4 = 1.52× 10−5 . Layer 6 covers|1p| ≈ |90–
60| mb= 3000 Pa, which withρp = 500 kg m−3 implies the
bright companion in case C has an optical depth ofτ ≈ 1.2
(10µm/a), wherea is the cloud-particle radius.

Some observational information exists on the radius of N

ra-tune’s methane cloud particles. Figure 7 of Conrathet al.(1991)
shows a weak dependence in synthetic spectra of methane cloud
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models in the 220 to 325 cm−1 wavenumber range where th
atmosphere is tranparent enough to allow emission from the
derlying clouds to contribute to the outgoing radiation field. Th
applied the method to Voyager IRIS spectra covering latitu
near 39–45◦S and found that radii fall between 0.3 and 30.0µm.
Figure 6 of Baines and Hammel (1994) shows a plausible ra
of methane haze particle radii to be 0.2–4.0µm, based on thei
center-to-limb analysis of three methane bands. It is not kn
whether either of these sampled cloudiness conditions are
resentative of those inside an orographic bright companion
if they are then the relation for the optical depth above imp
that the clouds we are predicting are observable.

Our neglect of latent heating can be justified a posteriori.
temperature increase from condensation is

1T = x
LCH4

cp
, (4)

whereLCH4 is the molar enthalpy of sublimation of methane,x is
the methane mole fraction that undergoes condensation, acp

is the molar specific heat of air. Appropriate values areLCH4 =
1× 104 J mol−1 (Atreya 1986, p. 57) andcp = 21 J mol−1K−1

(which is 2.5R, appropriate for helium and for cold hydrogen f
processes that are too fast for ortho–para hydrogen conver
see Farkas (1935)). The value1qCH4 = 1.52× 10−5 above im-
plies x = (µ/µCH4)1qCH4 = 2.1× 10−6, such that 1T =
0.001 K. The heating is small because the clouds occur aro
100–300 mbar where the methane saturation vapor press
low. Similar RH values in layers 7 and 8 would imply heati
close to 0.001 and 0.01 K, respectively. Only if methane con
densation were to occur around 1 bar would latent heating r
a few degrees and become significant.

4. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated by construction the feasibility of
orographic-cloud hypothesis for the formation of compan
clouds to Neptune’s Great Dark Spots. Open streamlines
the tropopause that pass over the GDS anticyclone experie
small drop in pressure and temperature that is sufficient to r
the methane relative humidity from around 80% to over 100
resulting in observable methane clouds. Companion clouds
also form about a hundred millibars below the tropopause.
clouds formed above the tropopause.

We have evidence from our simulations that the top of
GDS is at the tropopause. If we initialize an anticyclone w
its top above the tropopause, it drifts toward the equator
rate that is an order of magnitude faster than has been obse
This is interesting behavior and deserves further study. Whe
top of the vortex is positioned below the tropopause the mo
produces companion clouds that are larger than observed fo
GDS-89, whereas they resemble the observations when th
is at the tropopause.
Part of the answer of why the poleward rim of the GDS favo
formation of coherent clouds relative to the equatorward s
N ET AL.
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is that the winds on the poleward side are smooth, whereas
winds on the equatorward side are turbulent. In our model,
not so much that there are fewer clouds on the equatorward
but that they are less steady and less stationary. The root c
for this asymmetry may be a shear instability on the equatorw
side of the vortex, as suggested by the existence of weake
and reversed potential vorticity gradients.

At least two important observational details about bright co
panions have been missed by these simulations but shou
attainable in the near future. The first is the tendency for wh
clouds on Neptune (and Uranus) to consist of a multitude of t
parallel clouds. The images in Fig. 1 do not have high eno
resolution to show this, but it can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4
Smithet al.(1989). It is probable that there is useful diagnos
information in the spacing of these narrow cloud bands; for
ample, they may be modulated by the phase of gravity waves
increase in meridional and vertical resolution in a model su
as ours may be what is needed to address this question.

The second missed detail is the bright complex of clouds
tending from the GDS-94 toward and past the equator in
second image from the bottom-left of Fig. 1 and the similar b
smaller white cloud just past the equator from the GDS-89
the rightmost bottom image (which is flipped across the eq
tor). These long-distance companions pace their respective g
spots for substantial periods of time and are quite remarka
perhaps unique to Neptune. An idea put forward by Sromov
et al. (2001) is that this may be an equatorial Kelvin wave
tached to the GDS. We suspect that this phenomenon is un
to Neptune because Uranus and Saturn do not have great
and Jupiter’s equatorial winds blow in the wrong direction,
least for the Kelvin-wave idea.

It would be interesting to focus next on the formation of wh
clouds on Neptune and Uranus that are not tripped into existe
by a vortex. In particular, why is it common for bright clouds
populate certain latitude bands and not others? In this prob
the effects of latent heating and precipitation are likely to p
a role, and the payoff will be an increased understanding of
diabatic circulation.
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